
where to buy skf bearing
SKF is the world’s largest ball bearing manufacturer, and its
products  are  used  in  many  industries.  The  company  makes
bearings for the automotive industry, construction equipment,
turbines, industrial machinery, mining equipment and more.

SKF is based in Sweden and has more than 1 million customers
worldwide. The company sells products under the SKF brand name
as well as other brands such as FAG and INA. SKF also has
several subsidiaries around the world including Skf America
Corporation  (USA),  SKF  France  S.A.,  SKF  Deutschland  GmbH
(Germany), SKF India Private Limited (India), Skf Schweiz AG
(Switzerland) and SKF China Ltd.

SKF  bearing  distributors  in
Denmark.
SKF  is  a  leading  global  supplier  of  bearings,  seals  and
mechatronics to the world’s most successful companies. We are
a  Swedish  family-owned  business  working  with  industrial
partners in more than 130 countries.

SKF has been active in the Danish market since 1954, when the
first sales office was established in Copenhagen. Since then,
SKF has established subsidiaries in other Nordic countries as
well as Germany and the United Kingdom.

As a global leader in bearings, seals and mechatronics within
industry and energy, SKF can offer comprehensive solutions for
all industries through its comprehensive range of products and
services.

SKF bearing distributors in Canada.
SKF  Canada  is  a  leading  global  supplier  of  bearings,
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industrial  gears,  mechatronics,  lubrication  systems  and
services  for  the  commercial  vehicle,  rail  and  aerospace
industries.  SKF’s  operations  in  Canada  include  two
manufacturing  facilities  in  Toronto  and  Calgary,  and  a
distribution  centre  in  Mississauga.SKF  Canada  has  over  80
years’ experience delivering solutions across a wide range of
sectors to customers across North America.

SKF  Canada  is  a  leading  manufacturer  of  bearings,  power
transmission  products  and  services  for  the  industrial,
automotive,  aerospace  and  rail  markets.  SKF  products  are
distributed  globally  through  a  network  of  more  than  160
distributors.

SKF  has  been  in  the  Canadian  market  since  1851  when  the
company established its first branch in Montreal. In addition
to Canada’s bilingual workforce and proximity to the United
States, SKF chose Canada as its base for expansion into North
America because of its strong manufacturing capabilities and
extensive distribution network.

The SKF bearing distributors in Canada are mainly found in
Toronto,  Calgary,  Edmonton,  Montreal  and  Vancouver.  They
provide various types of bearings such as roller bearings,
ball bearings and needle roller bearings.

SKF bearing distributors in UK.
SKF  is  a  leading  global  supplier  of  bearings,  seals,
mechatronics, lubrication systems, and services which include
technical support and maintenance. The company has over 90
years of experience in the bearing industry and its products
are used in almost every industrial sector. SKF UK is part of
the Bearing Division of SKF Industries.

SKF UK offers a wide range of bearings to suit any application
– from simple bearings to complex mechatronic systems. The
product  range  includes  bearings  for  aerospace,  energy,



industrial equipment and heavy-duty applications such as wind
turbines and large earthmoving equipment.

SKF UK also offers a wide range of seals and gaskets for
virtually  any  application  including  those  requiring  tight
tolerances  or  special  materials  such  as  carbon  steel  or
stainless steel.

SKF bearing distributors in Japan.
SKF Japan is a leading manufacturer of bearings, seals and
accessories for markets in Asia, America, Europe and Africa.

SKF Japan has been operating in Japan since 1952. Today with
offices in Tokyo and Nagoya, the distribution network covers
Japan from north to south. The Japanese subsidiary of SKF was
established in June 1998 as a 100% owned subsidiary of SKF AB
with its headquarters in Tokyo.

SKF Japan’s sales and service staff are experienced engineers
with extensive knowledge of all aspects of bearing technology.
They work closely with their clients to provide solutions that
meet each client’s specific needs.

In addition to manufacturing high-quality bearings for motor
vehicles (cars, trucks), SKF Japan also manufactures bearings
for mining equipment (rolling mills), construction machinery
(excavators),  agricultural  machinery  (tractors),  and  other
industrial equipment such as pumps and compressors machine.

SKF bearing distributors in USA.
SKF USA Inc. is the North American subsidiary of SKF AB, a
leading  global  supplier  of  bearings  and  related  products.
Headquartered in the Chicago area, SKF USA has more than 1,500
employees  and  operates  manufacturing  plants  in  Chicago;
Memphis, TN; Houston, TX; and Dallas, TX. More than 50 percent
of SKF USA’s sales are generated from industrial customers in



industries such as mining equipment, construction machinery,
wind energy and rail transport. The rest comes from commercial
aerospace  and  defense  customers  such  as  Boeing  Commercial
Airplanes  and  United  Launch  Alliance  as  well  as  retail
automotive customers such as General Motors and Ford Motor
Company.

SKF USA has been supplying bearings for the U.S. market since
1872 when it opened its first U.S.-based plant in Akron, OH to
serve customers in the steel industry. Today SKF USA operates
three  manufacturing  plants:  two  in  Chicago  (one  serving
industrial customers across North America) and one in Houston
(serving aerospace & defense customers across North America).

SKF bearing distributors in Spain.
SKF Spain is a leading manufacturer of bearings, seals and
mechatronics  products.  In  addition  to  the  world’s  most
comprehensive range of bearings, it also supply our customers
with  a  broad  product  portfolio,  including  seals  and
mechatronics  products.

SKF has been present in Spain since 1914 when the first local
agent was established in Barcelona. Today there are 24 sales
offices across the country, as well as a large distribution
network that includes more than 250 distributors, who provide
SKF products to all areas of industry.

The SKF Group has been operating in Spain for over 75 years
and currently employs around 1 000 people across the country.
The company has three manufacturing plants in Spain – two
factories producing mechanical components at Barcelona and one
plant producing rotors at A Coruña – which together employ
about 1 000 people.

SKF Spain is headquartered in Madrid with regional offices
located in Barcelona (North), Valencia (East), Sevilla (South)
and Bilbao (Northwest).



SKF has employees in a large number of countries, in addition
to sales and service offices around the world. In total, the
company has some 17,000 employees. Globally, it has more than
30  manufacturing  operations,  15  large  product  development
centres, 13 research and development centres and employs some
32,000 engineers.


